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Like poor Alice in Through the LookXiiR 'Slaps, the
present-day student of the military profession is often likely
to find hime^lf hATlng to run frantically to keep in the same
place. is study, a case in point for the author, reviews
recent development, of the Davy's Aeronautical Logistics -ystem
in an attempt to catch up in this field after an absence
of several years*
Ae will be evident frooi the text, the system in
question is not defined by any single document nor even any
single series of documents, so that assembling an overall
picture of the system from the Jig-saw puzzle of basic
directlver constituted the greatest single orobleni of t
study.
In cratherincc isaterial for this paper, assistance was
obtained from many people in the Bureau of Aeronautics and the
Buresu of Supplies and Accounts, While it is not possible to
acknowledge all such assistance individually, the contributions
of Coiaraander v. . irkland, ., ianagement Engineering
Officer, management Services Office, oJuaer, and Mr. G. A. Ryan,
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Some historical perspective is prerequisite to
appreciation of any form of human collective effort. In a
current military study, such perspective is both particularly
necessary and particularly difficult to achieve. The reason
is simple. Ken must interpret by the light of their
experience. The experience of the military student of today
differs so radically in scope from that of his counterpart in
any and perhaps all former generations that "bridging the
mental gap between Past and Present has become all but
impossible.
weapon development rates of the last twenty years have
exceeded those of previous periods to such an extent that the
modern military student looking at the Past is placed in the
figurtive position of attempting visualization of a zephyr
at the height of the typhoon season. This parallel, though
seemingly extrecoe, is not unsupported by historic fact. As
illustration, consider the genesis of the five basic weapon
types which antedate this century. These were the axe, the
spear, the sword, the bow, and the gun. The axe is a product
1 2
of the Lower Paleolithic Age sometimes before 250,000 B. C. •
1Kenneth P. Oakley, Man the Tool Haker (3rd ed.,
London: Jarrold and Sons Ltd. , 1956) , p. 13.
2Ashley Montagu, Man: His First Million Years (New
York: The New American Library, 1957), o. 58.

2The spear and aword first appeared in the Middle Paleolithic
a h
before 2 r ,G:;:; • C. ' ' 'fhe bow came into use about 13,500 B. C.
in the Upper Paleolithic. At this point in the Old Stone Age,
nan vein of basic weapons ran out for the incredible span of
15,000 years, not to reappear again until the invention of the
gun early In the thirteenth century A. D, ^huo, from earliest
times until Feudalism' 3 elose at AaincourL in l4l5i all the
numberless battles of human history were fought with Ice Age
weaoons systems. thOttgb 'illcnlurns of ?" nad changed
some of the materials, the form and function was unaltered.
Even after the invention of the gun, several centuries elapsed
before the old standby s were fully displaced.
In painful contrast to the snail pace of past weapons
evolution, the racing technology of the Twentieth Century has
produced veritable weapons revolutions, dragging us from the
gun, past the airplane, past the fission bomb, to the rocket
borne fusion bomb in a ftw short decades. As a result, instead
of being allowed centuries to digest each new weapons develop-
ment, the reeling military have, since World War II, lived
a nightmare in which revolutionary new weaoons come faster
than promotions.
Understandably, assimilation of this weapons avalanche
has been fragmentary at best. This fact is nowhere more
3 Ibid., p. 52.




3evident than In the logistics field where valiant efforts are
being made to support weapons of ever- inereas ing complexity
within a seemingly ever~decreasing time frame.
To quote the Secretary of the Navy,
The Navy ir presently going through the most
tremendous change it has ever undergone. It is
passing from steam to nuclear power, from gunpowder
to guided missiles a and in the air from propeilor-
type planes to supersonic planes, ne same
time.o
I believe that very strong emphasis should be placed on the
final phrase, "all at the same time/'
Since covering more than a small portion of this
ferment in detail is manifestly impossible, a review of late
developments in the Navy's Aeronautical Logistics System has
been selected as illustrative of the situation in the military
logistics field as a whole.
6John C. Lackas and Elmore W. Seeds, Eimergency
Management of the national, Economy,. Vol. XIV i M^ary
supply Management (Washington. D. C. : Industrial College
of the Armed Forces, 1957), p. 76.

CHAPTER I
THE NAVY'S LOGISTIC ORGANIZATION
Principal Parts,—Under the National Security Act of
1947. as amended, the Department of the Navy la one of three
military departments within the Department, of Defense. The
Department of the Navy is administered by the Secretary of the
Navy, subject to the control of the Secretary of Defense, and
consists of three orincloal parts, namely:
1. The Navy Department , which is the central
executive authority of the Naval Establishment located
at the seat of the Government, and which comprises
the bureaus, boards, and offices of the Navy Department;
the Headquarters, United Statee Marine Corns; and the
Headquarters, United states Coast Guard (when assigned
to the Navy).
2. The Operating Forces of the Navy, which comprise
the several fleets, seagoing forces, sea frontier
forces, district forces, Fleet Marine Forces, the
Military Sea Transport Service, and such shore
activities of the Navy and other forces and activities
as may be assigned to the Operating Forces of the Navy
by the President or the Secretary of the Navy.
3. The Shore Establishment , which comprise e all
activities of the Naval Establishment not assigned to
the Operating Forces of the Navy and not s nart of
the Navy Department. This Includes those operating
forces of the Marine Corps which are not assigned to
the Operating Forces of the Navy or to a unified or
Joint command .7
Top Executive Organization . -- In addition to the
Secretary, the navy's top executive organisation includes two
7
Ibid ., pp. 51-52.

5groups: (, ) the Civilian Executive Assistants and (b) the
Naval Professional Assistants. The Civilian Executive
Assistants are:
It The Undersecretary of the Navy.
2. The various Assistant Secretaries of the Navy.
The Naval Professional Assistants are:
1. The Chief of :iaval Operations, who is the
principal Naval Professional Assistant and the Naval Command
Assistant*
ti The Commandant of the Marine Corps, who is the
Marine Corps Command Assistant*
3» The Commandant of the Coast Guard when the Coast
Guard is operating as a part of the Navy.
4. The Naval Technical Assistants, who are the
chiefs of bureaus, the Chief of Naval Resesrch, the Chief of
Naval Materiel, and the Judge Advocate CJeneral.
Ton Executive Responsibilities *- .the broad responsibili-
ties of the Department of the Navy are defined by the policy
statement of General Order No. 5 of 20 November 195 2* as follows:
To maintain the Department of the Navy as a
thoroughly integrated entity with sufficient strength
on the sea and in the air to uphold, in conjunction
with our other Armed Forces, our national policies
and interests, to support our commerce and our
international obligations, and to guard the United
states inoluding its overseas possessions and
dependencies.
This statement of policy has been interpreted as
imposing upon the Navy four nrincinal tasks, "policy control,"
"naval command," "logistic administration and control," and
"business administration." Of these ''logistics administration

6and control" Is of primary interest in this study, though
"business administration" is, of course, Involved to son*
extent.
Pesponftibllltles fo: Logistic Administration and
Control .— "Logistic administration and oontrol" is the task
of coordinating and directing the effort of the *<avy Department
and the Shore :.6tabllaliment in order to assure the development,
procurement, production and distribution of material, facili-
ties, and personnel to the Operating Forces. The task also
includes the important elements of planning and forecasting
requirements. v
Responsibility has been assigned to the Chief of
Naval Operations for the portion of this task which embraces
:
1. Planning, forecasting, and determining the
requirements of the Operating Forces of the Navy for equipment,
material, personnel, and supporting services, and for coordinat-
ing the efforts of the bureaus and offices of the Navy in
support of theee requirements.
2. Issuing statements of requirements of the Operating
Forces of the Mavy, and reviewing the progress of the bureaus
and offices of the Navy in fulfilling these requirements.
3. Collaborating with the Civilian xecutlve
Assistants in fulfilling the requirements of the Operating
Forces of the iJavy.
"'how the Department of the Navy is Organized,"
An?y* Forces? aftafte.men^, November 1957, P. 17.

74. As naval executive, coordinating and Integrating
the requirements of the Operatin? Forces of the Navy, of the
Marine Corps, and of the bureaus and offices of the Navy
artment into total requir I of the Department,
Peeponsibilities, as above, for matters of Marine Corps
interest in this area are assigned to the Commandant of the
Marine Corps,
The portions of the task of logistics administration
and control not assigned to the military chiefs aro combined
with the business administration task and divided among the
Civilian Executive Assistant under the supervision of the
Under Secretary of the jiavy.
To suxamarixe the responsibilities and tasks involved
In thiB study at the executive level, the Secretary exercises
policy oontrol over the Department of the ftavy. The Chief of
Naval Operations, the Commandant of the Marine Corps, and the
Civilian Executive Assistants share responsibilities for the
task of logistic administration and oontrol. The chiefs of the
officee and bureaus of the Navy are charged with logistic
support of the Operating forces according to requirements
established by the Chief of i<aval Operations and the Commandant
of the Marine Corps • -'
basic bupoort *uncU.ons ano -..or Logistic Systems.~
As is readily apparent fron* the navy's bureau structure, support




3ships, aircraft, ordnance, and bases. The activities of the
Shore "stablishraent function as direct bureau agents in
support of the Operating Forces* With respeot to material,
the five- basio support programs are at present sub-divided
into thirteen major sub- programs or systems. *° Each of these
systems involves a single category of special i^ed material and
corcprlses the following elements:
1, The parent technical bureau for the material in
question*
?• The Bureau of SuDpliee and Accounts.
3* An inventory control center usually called a
"Supply Demand Control Point."
4. The other activities of the Shore Establishment
and Mobile Support Forces which serviae, store, procure, and
distribute this class of material.
5. The Operating Forces which consume this class
of material.
Inventory Control Centers .-*Moat of the system
elements listed above are familiar organizational groups.
However, the Navy inventory-control centers or Supply Demand
Control Point are to a degree unique and deserve some further
explanation.
The Navy SDCP not only controls the specialized
inventory for which it is responsible, but also attempts to
U. 3* iiavy department, bureau of Supplies and
Accounts, The Haw Stock Fund—Annual Report Fiscal Year 1958.
HAVSANDA Publication 263, p. 3.

9achieve a dynamic balance between Bupply and demand for iteme
in its assigned material area. Thus, the major functions
of the SDCP are the determination of requirements in an
assigned area, the procurement of requirements, and the
distribution of these requirements to meet demand. The dual
technical and supply aspects of these functions result in dual
control of the SDCP's. Jurisdiction in technical matters is
assigned to the parent technical bureau* Jurisdiction in
supply matters is assigned to the Bureau of Supplies and
Acoounts. Management control of the SDCP's, including operat-
ing, staffing, and equipping is also assigned to BuSandA. The
inventory controlled by an SDCP consists of consumables and
new or overhauled repair parts in support of one of the five
basic programs. This Inventory may be located physically at
any or all Navy supply activities throughout the world, both
ashore and afloat. For certain major end items in each
program, the pare*.
. technical bureau maintains direct control,
acting in effect as SDCP for thiB material.
In terms of value, as of 30 June 1958, the SDCP's
controlled material worth $5.1 billion or 44 peroent of the
Navy's total operating inventory. On this same date, the
bureaus controlled directly material worth $6,5 billion or
56 percent of the Navy's total operating inventory. These
figures seem, at first glance, to show that the bureaus not
11
U. S, Navy Department, Bureau of Supplies and
Accounts, BuSandA Statistical Review—Fiscal Year 1958 .
KAVSANDA Publication 291, p. 3.

10
the SDCP's are the major inventory managers in the logistic
programs. Actually, while the bureaus control a substantial
majority of the operating inventory on a dollar basis, they
control only a small percentage of the total inventory on an
item basis. For example, on 31 December 1956 though the
bureaus controlled inventory valued at $8.2 billion, the
number of items involved was only slightly over 40,000 includ-
ing mobilization reserve ammunition worth over 13 billion.
On this same date though the SDCP controlled inventory was
worth only §5«5 billion, the number of items involved was over
1, 200, 000 .*2 Thus, not only are bureau-controlled items
relatively few in number, but also many are of types not
ordinarily Involved in day-to-day transactions. In addition,
it should be noted that bureau-controlled items are actually
handled, shipped, and stored by the regular supply system.
The Distributive System .—The activities of the supply
system which actually store, handle, and issue material
comprise the so-called "Distributive System." This system
includes supply-managed activities such as supply depots and
centers and the supply departments of certain shore establish-
ments such as shipyards and air stations. The four echelons
of the distributive system are:
tf Distribution Points . Reporting activities which
carry stock for the supply support of designated continental
and extraoontinental primary stock points. Replenishment is
12Lackas and Seeds, pp. clt . . p. 63,

11
usually direct from sources external to the system.
7 * Primary Stock Points . Reporting activities which
oarry stock for their own consumption, for designated continen-
tal or extracontinental seoondary stock points and may also
support fleet units and yards and district craft. Replenish-
ment may be from Distribution Point* or from external sources*
3« Secondary Stock Points . Carry stock for their
own consumption and for the support of assigned yard and
district craft and aircraft. Replenishment is normally from
higher echelons of the Distributive system.
4. Reserve Stock Points. Carry reserve and bulk
stock for the supply system.
In addition to the above-listed echelons, the
Distributive Cystem Includes Fleet Issue Ships. 13
Mobile Logistic Support.—Modern developments In
warfare have increased the importance of the traditional
mobility of the Navy. The concept of "mobile logistics support"
grew out of the requirements that first arose in World War II
for sustained fleet supply on a world-wide basis. To meet
these requirements it was neoesmry first to improvise floating
supply depots and shipyards and later to organize regular
"service squadrons.
The mobile logistics support forces usually consist
of three different groups of ships, the underway replenishment
group, the mobile support group, and the "pipeline vessels."
13
The ftavy tock Fund, op. olt . . pp» 4-5.

12
The underway rcplc: L*hs«at group is specially trained and
equipped for actual trans fer-at-eea procedures, ihe mobile
support group backs up the underway supply group and
provides direct support to fleet unite in harbor. The pipe-
line vessels replenish the vessels of the other two groups,^
14
Lackas and Seeds, op
t cit , . pp. 73-74,

CHAPTER II
IE NAVY AERONAUTICAL LOGISTIC; BT8t»
Sgop<j> of Hi Sy^ffl
The Aeronautical Logistics System is the largest and
most coarolex of the Navy logistic systems j as indicated by
Figure 1, a comparison of the number of standard stock Items
handled by the various systems. The problems of the system
are numerous and to a certain extent unique due to a combina-
tion of the following factors?
1. Complexity of equipment,
2. High cost of equipment.
3. Rapid obsolescence.
A. High reliability requirements.
5. High mobility of the consumer.
These factors are, of oourse, magnified at present by the
Navy's world-wide commitments in a time of continuing
international tensions.
Some idea of the scope of the system may be gained from
the following "balance sheet H enumeration of the assets
involved. The fixed assets of associated supply activities
are excluded from this tabulation to eliminate the problem of
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The aeronautical system supports the fleet through 214
separate shore activities located at 86 stations under the
anagement control of Vuaer. Xany of these stations are
overseas. Bin hundred fleet •aintenanoe activities are also
included in the system. A total of 144,000 people, including
64,000 civilians man this network. The assets of the system
are valued at over 12 billion dollars divided as follows:
TA'
ASSETS OF THE NAVY AERONAUTICAL, LOGISTICS SYSTEM
Assets Value Haw Total
Aircraft Billion
Plant rjoerty " Billion 30*
Aeronautical support Material $4 Billion 30#
Total Assets fl2 Billion
The above totals include '200 million in tools and equipment
at the eight major aircraft overhaul centers and over )600
million in tools and equipment at 115 lesser overhaul points.
Annual expenditures for the system are running at
about fl«56 billion or 12/ of the total for the current Navy
budget.-*^ it is interesting to note that despite the size of
this support system one quarter of the Navy's aircraft overhaul
and repair work has been done by nrivate concerns for the past
"R. K. Reynolds, KAOi, U8J8, and .. .,. :Urkland, CDR,
USN, "The Naval Air Material Support rrograro, ' Presentation to
Hon. G. ?. Kilne, Asst. Sec Kav ( 'aterial), Buaer, Washington,
D. C, April 24, 1959.

16
three years. The Chief of Buaer, Rear Admiral R. E. Dixon,
recently stated that such outside work will be Increased to
one-third of the total in I960. 16
Hlexente of the System
The parent technical bureau, the Bureau of Aeronautios,
is responsible for the design, development, procurement,
production, test, f ittin,7-out, maintenance, alteration,
repair, and material effectiveness of Navy and Marine
Corps aircraft, target drones, and certain guided
missiles, including components and eauipment thereof,
landing and arresting equipment and photographic and
aerologieal equipment; the research therein; and all
pertinent functions relating thereto. It contracts for
naval aircraft and aviation equipment of a technical
specialized nature; and provides plant facilities and .
schedules as necessary for the production of these items. 1 '
In terms more specific to the Aeronautical Logistics
System, the Bureau of Aeronautics furnishes technical guidance
to the SDCP, procures and controls major end items of the
system inventory, such as aircraft and aircraft engines.
Buaer also has management control of the activities of the
Shore Establishment which support aircraft.
For this system, as for all Wavy logistics systems,
the Bureau of Supplies and Accounts is the parent bureau in
supply matters. These matters include management control of
the Aviation Supply Office and material support of the aviation
activities of the Shore Establishment through all or most of
twenty continental and five overseas supply deports or
"Washington Air Letter," Aeronautical Procurement .
Kovember 1958 » p. 14.
17
U. S. Navy Department, bureau of Aeronautics,
Dureau of Aeronautics Organization Manual . Buaer 5430. 1A





The Aviation Supply Office, SDCP for the Aeronautical
Logistics System, had its origins in World War II. Soon
after Pearl harbor mounting decani lor many types of new and
specialized equipment began to overtax the already sorely-
tried channel? of the regular supply system. As a result, new,
"private" channels developed more or less directly from the
technical bureaus to the fleet. By the end of the war, appro-
ximately thirty-two specialized supply offioee were operating
in addition to the regular supply activities. 1 ^ The largest
and most active of these semi- Independent channels was the
Aviation Supply Office of the Bureau of Aeronautics.
The "Integrated* 1 Supply System
Post-war studies of the Davy's wpr-tangled supply
situation showed clearly that major revisions were required.
These revisions took form in the new "integrated" supply
system as described below:
Th© "integrated" Wavy Supply System was approved
by Secretary of Havy Forrestal on 14 February i9^7
to eliminate the defects that had developed in the
vy's logistic support systcr during and after
ttorld V/ar II. The new system clearly differentiated
between the technical and supply functions. It
emphasized that the performance of the technical
functions was a responsibility of the designated
technical bureau. Th© plan was based on recognition
that the performance of the supply functions is
essentially the same regardless of the particular
material area being considered, and consequently
management of the supply tasks is best accomplished
by one agency or bureau.
l P
Armed Forces ^ana fcement . p. 45.
1 9
Ibld .. p. 8 .

13
The new Navy Supply : ystem provided that the
control of major end Items of equipments—these being
the expensive, infrequently issued, individually
handled items— ' regain in the hands of the
cognizant technical bureaus* It provided that
control of the smaller assemblies, repair parts,
! consumables would be vetted Ln an office which
would control one broad category of the Kavy's
inventory. This office vould act as an . terj-
control point. The new system effected a "marriage"
of the technical pn I 13 functions at the inventory-
control noln*. The inventory-control point was
directed to look to the parent technical bureau for
guidance in technical mat pertaining to the
particular material area, and to the bureau of
spiles and Accounts *'or ^uiiance relating to the
performance of its supply functions. It La in this
latter sense that the new Navy Lf again
'Integrated" in that all of the inventory control
points in all material areas are r^ana--ed by and receive
their guidance ar^ Miction fro?; one bureau, the
Bureau of Supplies and Accounts, the "business" bureau
of the Navy. 20
tinder the new system, the hitherto serai-independent
ASO was 'integrated" as the 82X3? for the Aeronautical Logistics
-tern though Buaer retained management control until early
1959.
The System Inventory
The system inventory consists of new and overhauled
items in each of three major categories or sub- inventories;
1. The aircraft inventory.
?. The engine inventory.
3. The equipment inventory.
The Bureau of Aeronautics acts ar- inventory ir.Eina^er for the
aircraft and enginG inventories and certain I " ized items
of the equipment inventory. The ASO manages the remainder of
?0
Lacfcas and 3eede, op . c i
t
. . pp. 60- 61.

the ecuipment Inventory. If previously noted, thourh rluaer
appears to be the rrimsry manager In the foregoing description,
actually the bulk of the items are handled by AflO with only a
relatively few hlgh-oost Items beinsr reserved to the bureau,
ihle point le clearly demonstrated in the following table.
TABLE 2
DC AERONAUTICAL LOGISTIC H SYSTEM INVENTORY,
50 JUNE If!













Aircraft 10,800 billion ...,300
ngines 20,000 1.6 billion | 30,000




The ratio of cost per item of bureau- controlled to ASO-
controlled material is actually even higher than indicated by
Table 2, since in the equipment inventory the average number
of units per item is much greater than one, whereas each
"item" of the other inventories consists of a single aircraft
or engine.
As of 30 June 1958, the AGO standard ctoo!; inventory,
which included 5000 photographic items in the 475 #000 total,
representee 40 of the SDC2 -controlled standard stock items
for the entire Navy. The next largest the lectronic
only Office, stocked 'only" 131,000 items at this time. 21
21
^uSandA i-tatlfctlcal Review— Flv-cal Year 1958 . p. 22,

20
Actual eales from the AGO Inventory for fiscal year 1958
amounted to 567 million dollars or QQ% of the 64c million
dollar total planned for this period. 22
As was pointed out earlier, five main elements are
involved in operation of the Aeronautical Logistics System.
These elements singly and in various combinations accomplish
the support, objectives of the system through the following
principal processes:
1. Determination of material requirements.
2. Procurement of material.
3. Distribution of material.
4. Budgeting for future procurement.
5. Overhaul of reusable material.
6. Elimination of excess or unusuable material.
Since space and time limitations preclude detailed
study of more than a few aspects of these processes, attention
will be directed to the two areas presently of greatest concern
to the parent bureaus, namely:
1, Inventory management.
2. Overhaul workload control. ^
Inventory Management
The Aircraft Inventory . At the close of fiscal year
g2Ibld .. p. 12.
•^U. S. avy Department, Bureau of Aeronautics, ^olnt
Buaer/BuCandA Program for Refined Aeronautical Support. Program -




1958 the Navy's Aircraft inventory consisted of some 10,000
aircraft of which 7600 were in operating status, organized
as follows:
Carrier Air Groups 16
Carrier A£W Squadrons 22
Patrol and Farly Warning ouadrons 42
Marine Air Wings 3
At the oresent time twenty three models of naval aircraft are
on order, including one blimp. As an augury of the future
it should be noted that thirteen models of guided missiles
are also on order by the Navy at this tlme. 2^
Aircraft are assigned to the Operating Forces by
Buaer in accordance with allowances established by CNO. Con-
trol of the aircraft inventory in the Operating Forces, the
Pacific Fleet for example, is then assigned to the Type
Commander, Commander Naval Air Force, Pacific Fleet in this
instance, r>ub- control is exercised by Commander's, Fleet
Air" located throughout the Pacific Ocean area. Due to the
relatively small number of physical units Involved and the
fact that these units are usually self-transporting, problems
of managing the aircraft inventory are not typical of the
logistics system as a whole and, hence, will not be considered
in detail.
24
Cecil Brownlow, "Navy Stresses Simplicity,
Reliability to East Budget Pinch, " Aviation Week . 26th
Inventory of Air Power, , larch 9, 1959 » v* 30.
25
Ibid ., p* 187.

22
The Engine Inventory . At the close of fiscal year
1953 the Navy's aircraft engine inventory included some
20,000 units of three distinct types, reciprocating engines,
turbo-propellor engines, and Jet engines. Thirty-two basic
models were in use. 2**
The engine inventory is controlled on what is
described as a "two echelon" basis. Actually, control is on
a three echelon basis with Buaer acting both as the top,
coordinating echelon and as a member of the next echelon which
also includes the major air commands. Members of this echelon
are designated as "Controlling Custodians of Engines. " The
lower echelon consists of physical custodians of engines, such
as squadrons, air stations, aviation vessels, supply centers,
etc. Members of this echelon are designated as ''Reporting
Custodians of Engines. ' Reporting custodians are assigned
on an organizational basis to a controlling custodian. An
aircraft carrier of the Pacific Fleet, for example, reports to
ComNavAirPac as controlling custodian. Aircraft manufacturers,
test stations, etc. report directly to Buaer, Controlling
custodians in turn make up composite reports on their units
for submission to Buaer.
U* C. Navy Department, Bureau of Aeronautics,
ar.ufacturlng Cognizance of 'Designated Models of Aircraft
n^jnes and Related Aeronautical Material; iJetabllshment of .
Buaer Instructions MVAER 00.93 dated 3 Oct 1957, End. 2, p. 1.
27
U. S. Navy Department, Bureau of Aeronautics,
Aircraft Engine Accounting System , Buaer Instruction NAVAER




requires the submission of the aircraft engine
accountability report which includes inventories,
performance, and statue. • . . and explains procedures
to be followed to ensure the collection of data
necessary to establish the engine failure rate and
engine life expectancy by actuarial methods. 28
For reporting purposes, engines are divided into
installed and unins tailed categories. Monthly reports are re-
quired on every installed engine of modern type. On forty-
four obsolescent engine models, reports are required only
when a status change occurs. Monthly reports are required
from custodians on ©very uninstailed engine which was received
during the month or which underwent a change of status during
the month. Controlling Custodians verify their inventory at
least quarterly by having his Reporting Custodian physically
check and verify local inventories. Buaer requires over-all
inventory verification twice yearly on 30 June and 31 December.
The first inventory under the present system was made on 31
December 1955. 29
Three reporting devices are used:
1. (NAVAER 5058) "Monthly Aircraft Engine Accounta-
bility Report"—a printed form listing groups of engines
reported by a single custodian. Discussed in detail below.
2. (KAVAER 5106)—a prepunched IBM card form with
space for certain written entries. Prepared by controlling
custodians for use by reporting custodians. Applies to
2SIbld .. p. 1.
>9Ibld .. pp. 2-3.

24
individual engines and is equivalent to a single line entry
on NAVA'iR 5058 above,
3, IBM Cards—No space for written entries.
Otherwise similar to IAVJJ31 5l06 above. Prepared in lieu
of entries on NAVAER 5058 by eight reporting custodians, major
air stations, having suitable equipment,
KAVAER 5058, the Monthly Aircraft Engine Accountability
Report shown in Figure 2 is much more than a simple condition
and location report. Numerical codes are used to permit quite
a comprehensive statement of engine history to be condensed
into the single line twelve column entry allowed her engine.
The purpose of each of the twelve columns is given in the
column headings on Figure 2 , Two codes are used, a "removal
code," and a "status code," The removal code consisting simply
of the numbers 1 through A classifies engine removal as due to:
1 • Damage
2. Reached full time
3. Failed
4. Repairs,
The tatus code, also numerical, is more elaborate. Installed
engines may be assigned any one of three "beginning of the
month" codes and any one of three "end of the month'' codes.
They may also be assigned any one of three "beginning or end of
the month" codes. Serviceable engines, i,e, engines not
installed but in usable condition, can fall into any one of
ten categories for which a code is assigned. Unserviceable
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engines can also be assigned any one of ten codes. Non-
repairable engines have eight code categories and three
special codes also exist."
The engine accounting reports reaching Buaer either
ia the Controlling Custodians or direct from certain Reporting
Custodlane are converted to punch card format, if not already
in that form. By means of an HVi-6^0 Connuter and an IBM-407
Accounting achine, this data is processed for purposes of
a) inventory control, b) actuarial prediction, c) pipeline
analysis. Figure 3 is a diagram of the flow process for
engine report analysis In I-uaer. It will be noted that among
the outputs of this analysis system are a) spare engine
requirements, b) overhaul scheduling requirements, c) engine
removal predictions, d) inventory stratification by age since
overhaul, and e) engine failure rates.-'2 These data are used
by Buaer for inventory redistribution, procurement, budgeting,
etc.
>e Equipment Inventory . At the close of fiscal year
19^8, the Navy's aeronautical equipment Inventory numbered
475,000 standard stock items under ASO control valued at about
|2.3 billion dollars. In addition, Buaer controlled a limited
number of infrequently issued, high cost equipment items,
designated as "V" cognizance material.
•nagement of the equipment inventory Is based on two
31 Ibid . . End. 1, pp. b~21.







complementary eyBtems, the Program Usage Replenishment
System known as "PURS" ana" the Replenishment Demand Issue
System known as "RDL .
The PURS system, which covers most of the main items
of aeronautical equipment, is a mechanized system that
estimates req\xlrements on the bar it of past usage and provides
or "pushes" replenishment material out to field activities
automatically on the basis of these estimates. The RDIS
system which covers only minor items Of gl neral aeronautical
material not covered by the PURS system, provides replenishment
to activities on the basis of actual issues rather than for
estimated requirements.
The following description is based on a presentation
by Mr. T. A. Ryan, Assistant Head, .rocedures and Review Branch,
I imnly Division, Buaer. The PURS system is predicated on the
simple assumption that material requirements for aircraft
snares are related to the operations of the aircraft. The
principle of management by exception is used throughout. For
a given case, the following information is required?
1. ulpment application.
2. Repairability.
3. Past usage by aircraft model.
A. Aircraft operation, hours.
5« Number of previous overhauls.
6. location of future operations.
?• The inventory, ready for issue and awaiting repair.
This information ll obtained in punch card format as part of
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the regular aeronautical logistics system reporting processes
•
Computer techniques are used by A to obtain:




' rograms are calculated in terms of Maintenance Cycles and
Overhauls. A Maintenance Cycle is defined as 240 hours of
operation of an aircraft, reciprocating engine, or related
assembly. For a Jot engine or related assembly the correspond-
ing time is 60 hours.
To calculate Maintenance Cycl^ -rograms historical data
on past maintenance cycles is combined with maintenance cycle
nredictions, operational data by aircraft model ner rronth, and
future deployment plans to compute:
1. The operating plane months at each activity for
each aircraft.
2. The number of hour? each model aircraft will
onerate at each activity.
"5. The maintenance cycles by each activity for each
aircraft, engine, equipment.
illustrate, consider the following simplified
example:
If: A The operate ^ure of the J34 engine at
Alameda in the next nine months.
i The number of ignition units ner J34 engine.
C m The prescribed number of hour* between
,
maintenance cycles for Jet engine accessories.
D a Predicted maintenance cyoles for J34 ignition
units at Alameda in the next nine months.
Then I D m
-^J
—
The point of departure for Program Overhaul calcula-
tions for equipment is the Buaer aircraft and engine overhaul
schedule which covers a nine month period* From this schedule
the overhauls to be received by equipment concurrently with
aircraft or engines are computed. To this, the Buaer schedule
of equipment overhauls is added. The result is a consolidated
overhaul program showing:
1. .umber of aircraft overhauls.
2. Number of engine overhauls.
3» Number of equipment overhauls.
Overhauls are broken down by station for distribution. For
procurement purposes, however, they are lumped together.
The two preceding programs result, for each aircraft
model and for each activity, in a tabulation of the following!
1. Number aircraft maintenance cycles.
2. Number engine maintenance cycles.
3. Number equipment maintenance cycles.
A, Number aircraft overhauls.
5« Number engine overhauls.
6. Number equipment overhauls.
Usage data are required in terms of percent replacement
per maintenance cycle and per overhaul. These percentages
are called the maintenance and overhaul replacement factors
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respectively. "wo elements are considered In usage, the
number of times an item is actually used, and the number of
times it might have been used. The opportunity for maintenance
use arises during the maintenance cycle, for overhaul use
during the overhaul cycle, Replacement factors are calculated
from the usage elements by 480 as the following ratio:
- „ Number of Actual Uses per Item per Ferlod100 x • ~
umber of Maintenance Cycles per Item per Period
Maintenance replacement factors are based on usage
reports from operating activities* Overhaul replacement
factors are based on similar reports from overhaul and renair
activities.
The "application" of an item of equipment to an air-
craft or engine refers to which engine or aircraft model the
item is used on and how many units of equipment are used per
individual engine or aircraft. Application data are assembled
by ASO into two technical files:
1. The faster Control File which contains data on
all repairable assemblies.
2. The Engineering Data File which contains data on
non-repairable parts, suoh as gaskets, required to maintain
the assemblies of the master file.
Over twenty-five Items of information, including stock number,
unit price, etc. are recorded for each of the parts or
assemblies listed in the technical files.
The information, operations and calculations previously
described under the PURS system boil down finally to a single
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number for each item representing the net requirement of the
system for that item during the next nine month period. The
"boiling" operation is beet illustrated by use of a Bimollfied
example of a procurement calculation.
Let us start with a single item, a gasket. The inputs
and operations of the PURS system provide the following facts
about this gasket:
A. Item ........... » * • * « Gasket
B. Application, Gasket ........ Fuel Pump
C. number of Gaskets per Pump . . • 3
D. Application, Pump . . . . Aircraft
1 ngine
E. Number of Pumps per Engine • • . • • 2
F. Number of Engines per Aircraft ........ 4
G. Gasket Interchangeable ........... No
H, Maintenance Replacement Factor ........ 200$
I* Overhaul Replacement Factor «... 10
J, Maintenance Cycles, Aircraft 20
K. Maintenance Cycles, Engine ......... 80
L. Maintenance Cycles, Pump • • • 160
M» Overhaul Cycles, nrlne • ..... 15
N. Overhauls, Furap (Concurrent) ......... 30
0, Overhauls, Pump (Snares) 45
P» Inventory of Gasket ....... 900
Maintenance requirements for the gasket are obtained
from the following equations
L x C x H =s Maintenance Requirements, Gasket
160 x 3 x 20CK = 960 units
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Overhaul requirements for the gasket are obtained
from the following equation:
(N 0) H x la Overhaul requirements, Gasket.
(30+ 45) 3 x 1000 225 unite
Total requirements for the gasket equal the sum of
the maintenance and overhaul requirements or in this ease:
1185 units. Net requirements arc obtained by subtracting the
gasket inventory (P) from the total requirements. The result
in this case is 1185 - 900 or 285 units, net procurement
requirements of the system for "the" gasket* Similar calcula-
tions are performed on an item for each area of the system to
determine redistribution requirements.
The control data assembled under the PUR'o system
permits, not only requirement calculations for each item of
Inventory, but also calculation of:
1. An overhaul schedule for spares.
2. Military defense Aid Program requirements.
3* The retention and disposal program.
4. Mobilization requirements.
5# Budget requirements,
6. Requirements for sudden changes in force
deployment.
7. Outfitting requirements.
This data is also used in publishing parts catalogs and
allowance lists.
To summarize, the PURS system computes gross require-
ments for each item of aeronautical equipment. These
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requirements are used to develop:
1. Net requirements for procurement.
2. Requirements for spares overhaul (21 month cycle).
3. Redistribution requirements (9 month cycle).
Inventory data is obtained by activity asi
1. On han3— !r:eady for Issue.
2. On hand—Requiring Overhaul,
3. Due—On order.
This inventory data is applied against requirement calculations
to determine:
1. How much to buy.
2. How much to overhaul.
3. How much to dispose of.
4* What activities need material.
5. What activities have excess material.
detailed description of the RDIE System is con-
sidered necessary, since it simply involves Periodic replenish-
ment of stock on the basis of demand and issue at the aotivity
in question.
Stock status Heoortlng . Stock status reports must
form the basis of any inventory control system. The require-
ments of such reports depend on the size, variety and distribu-
tion of the Inventory in question and on the types of
transactions involved, as well as on the extent of control
desired. Virtually all these factors are maximized in
complexity for the Navy's aeronautical equipment inventory.
Two major and several auxiliary reporting systems are used by
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ASO In managing this Inventory. Details of both major
cysteine will be discussed, and the most important auxiliary
systems will he outlined. Stock statue reporting for the
engine inventory has already been covered in a previous section.
The Quarterly Stock status Report . Routine stock
status reports for most of the items of the equipment inventory
are submitted via the "Quarterly Stock Status Report/' Items
under both the PURS and RBIS Inventory management systems are
so reported. In explaining this system to field activities,
the Commanding Officer of ASO says:
The importance of accurate1 and timely reporting
in accordance with the current Quarterly ctock status
Report (QSSR) schedule cannot be overemphasized. To
accomplish its assigned mission of Supply Management,
involving proper procurement, redistribution, and
disposal of material, ASO must receive accurate and
timely reports from all reporting activities in order
to prepare the Consolidated .took itatus Reports
(C^cr'b) which are the basis for all inventory control
decisions. 33
The point of departure for the system is the QSSR
schedule originated by ASO and covering a fiscal year. This
schedule breaks the items of the equipment inventory into
groups or "ranges 5 ' with reporting dates established for one
group each week. Tailored decks of EAH cards are furnished to
each activity by ASO In advance of the group reporting date.
Write-in card© are sent to non-mechanized activities. The
reporting cycle is defined as the past three months. "Active'
33
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item renorting is required. This means reporting only those
Items, within the range of items to be reported, which have
changed in stock status during th<* reporting cycle,^ At
present, fifteen bits of status information are reported per
item.
jm the QSSR group reports, ASO compiles an RD.
material Consolidated ^tocfc status Report | and a PURS
material C33R for items of the group* The RDIS material 081
includes eleven bits of information per itea. 35 r^e PURS
material CSBR includes about twenty-eight bits of information
per item, many of which are calculated by ASO for internal
use only. 56 Consolidated lists broken down by area are sent
to primary stock points with a deck of "Action Required Cards"
about thirty clays after the echedxiled field reporting date
for the group, cards furnished at this time cover only items
for which no area deficiency exists. Primary stock points
then perform a r,sub~3DCP" function by intra-area redistribution
of these items* ASO retains for action cards on items in which
35
U. . avy Department, Aviation Supply Office,
£rmeaffi.n&,,a,f, :^±'*nLw-km\..Qm*w\ Xssufi System an4 ffrQgraa
Usage enlenlshment Lvstem Consolidated Stock status Reports
and ::..... Action , ,e. c
u
ired. f arOr under the Active Item Uenortlng
Program: Instructions Concerning,. A^O Field Instruction
W;C.29 C dftted 9 January 19r)3, ncl. f, p« 1.
36
Ibid., ncl. 3« P» 12.
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area deficiencies exist. Action may constat of inter-area
redistribution direct to oriu.ary and secondary stook points,
intra-area supply direct from a processing point, or procure-
ment*
The HI-PHI Flan . This plan is the major stock statue
reporting means by which Af>0 manages the non-routine items of
the equipment Inventory. The nlan is outlined below:
The Aviation Supply Office, in order to provide
maxirur* lopistlc support to the ^aval Aeronautical
Organisation, has developed a plan called HI-PRI.
This plan If a specially tailored inventory management
program for positive pelectlon, control and more frequent
inventory reporting of a select number of items which
account for a large portion of the inventory investment.
In the selection of the HI-PRI items repairability of
an item is the primary and overriding criterion. The
value of orojected requirements and aircraft mission
are additional con r.n#rat ions for selection.
• HI-PRI plan aleo provides for the special
identification of the items select-- I, through the
medium of a "q" Fraction in the stock number and the
Identification of all other repairables by the use of
ar, fraction code. he SI-PHI a 1b accomplished
through special procedures and techniques instituted to
provide for minimum procurement and rapid turn around
of RI-PRI items throughout the logistic cycle. -PHI
procedures affect and are apolicable to all functional
areas. Strict control, accurate reporting and good
management of assets must be enforced throughout the
life of the HI-PRI iter to assure the success of the plan. 37
plan also accelerated the reporting cycle
on all other repairable assemblies as folio.
The Aviation Supply Office in the interest of
reducing turn around time of all repairable assemblies
cone litre score frequent inventory reporting to be an
37
- ... i.avy jepartment, Aviation Supply Office,
. nan.anfl Mat?d ^yentpry.^ojrtr^l^.efinemeptg
Information , and Proced ures Concern ln,y> a£0 Field Instruction
k408.1A dated 20 April 1959, End. 1, p. 1.
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essential requisite, providing for timely
redistribution, procurement reviews, and overhaul
8ohev.1ulin£ of this category of material in order to
permit the most efficient use of these assets and
to minirciye procurement and int^ri ltioning.
All repairable assemblies, exoept those included in
the HI-PR] prMrta, are at present assigned the
Fraction Code H" for the ouroose of special inventory
control S. In order to attain the above objectives,
the ASO has established Monthly "took, status Reporting
for these assemblies.*"
Operating procedures under the plan are divided into
three groups j
1. Inventory control procedures govern! i-PRI
(
MQ* fraction) items and "H l: fraction repairable assemblies.^
2, Procedures governing the 'VIM" list, the monthly
inventory report of Very Important Material In critical
supply.
^
3» Procedures govern] e monthly stock status
report on certain Buaer-controlled ("V *$g ce) material. ^1
\our<h the HI-FRI nlan is of major importance In
control of the epuioment inventory, the number of items subject
to the plan is surprisingly small. Of over ,000 items in
the inventory, the *%* fraction initially covered only 700.
coverage has now been extended to 1521 items end "full"
coverage of 2300 items is expects by July ' .^ to *U*
fraction numbers about 26,000 items, po that at full coverage
and a total of '^8,000 items, the plan will involve only about
38Ibid. **IfelA*i Kncl, 1.
40 41
Ibid., Incl. 2. rbid. , .ncl. 3.
4?
^d. . End. 1, p. 1.
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6 percent of th • In the eq tory* Cost-wise,
of courss, the story will be quite different.
porting channels are as direct as possible. Con-
tinental reporting points submit HI- . requisitions direct
to |0Oi riiaary stock points screen their own area prior to
submission. Overseas points submit requirements to NSC,
Norfolk or lire, Oakland, as applicable* 'aster Jet Stations
also submit requests direct to A.
In order to avoid duplication, the Items of the "Q*
and "' fractions are removed from the Q3SB system and no
isolidated 'took ?tai >**, is distributed on them, since
A&C takes direct action on all r«nuests. Redistribution aotion
for the overseas areas is taken by the appropriate controlling
.iy center*
"took -tatuj: reports on items under this plan give
replenishment demand for the past month, thus shortening the
~ycle to one-third* - : of * ->rtlng cycle,
only "'c^r^ency" and eduleri ^ority requirements are
fitted. "Routine" priority requirements are considered to
be served Automatically by the st? orts* llored decks
of KAJ cards are furrirhed to ctivlties - ly by A£G for
all fraction and ^-controlled iterae. Ho cards •
fractic erial, since active item
daily on these items by all continental
ondary reporting paints via teletype* Overseas
secondary st- oints report we- oy air mail. VIK lists
are alpo furnished by A£0 monthly* Monthly reports of on-hand
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balances are mad© by all reporting activities except certain
aviation vessels and Fleet Marine Force aviation units which
report quarterly.
Reporting of active items of the "H" fraction by
primary and secondary stock points is on a monthly basis.
ASO prepares monthly "q" and "H w fraction consolidated
stock reports for redistribution purposes, but only the area
lists are circulated to the field, and these are limited to
the two supply centers controlling overseas areas.
To expedite transactions under the plan, special mark-
ing of all documents with the word "HI-PRl" is required. A
special symbol, as shown in Figure h t is provided for all
packages and crates. In addition, time limits for processing
HI-PRI requirements are set at four working hours for
nargency" requests and eight working hours for "Scheduled"
requests. Routine requirements must be processed in twelve
working hours*^ similar time limits are set for "K" fraction
material, but no special markings are authorized.
Field activities are expected to use special facilities
and techniques, as follows, to expedite material deliveries
under this plan, if required,
1, Special Overhaul and Repair Department production
lines.
2. Segregated storage,
U, S, Wavy Department, Bureau of Supplies and
Accounts, bureau of Supplies an<^ Accounts Manual, Vol. II,




Fig. 4.--HI-PRI Plan, Shi yiabol
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3. Special receiving bags.
4. Special screening unite*
5. Special inventory teams/stock batteries*
To insure reporting all material on hand, supply
activities are required to:
1. Convert retail outlets to the auxiliary store
method of operation or
?• Disestablish retail outlets and return material
to central supply,
-dal provisions are made for expediting turn-in
of repairables.
Transportation deadlines for "q" and *Um fraction
material are eet at not more than seven days for "Routine*1
moves between continental activities and twenty-four days
between overseas destinations or between U. ft« and overseas
destinations • Mode of transportation for "Emergency" and
"Ccheduled" shipments is determined by urgency. Holding for
consolidation is not permitted unless time can be saved
thereby. Packaging separate from non-HI-PRI items is
required*
Physical inventory of all HI-PRI plan items is taken
quarterly. Activities are enjoined to use picked men and
special care in the process.
*
44




A special reporting booklet called the Very
Important Material (*YJH*) List is used to provide for
monthly HI-PRI reporting from other than primary and
reporting secondary stock points and to permit primary and
secondary stock points to report non-repairable critical items
.
This booklet is divided into three parts;
Part I. Lists all *Q* fraction items. Critical
items are flagged.
Part II. Llste all critical repairable assemblies,
excluding critical "Q" fraction items.
Part III. Lists all critical non-repairable items,
mthly reports of on-hand balance are submitted to
A^O by reporting activities on Part III which does not dupli-
cate the ::i-?RI reporting plan, ^on-reporting activities,
except aviation vessels and Fleet Marine Foroe aviation units
report all parte monthly. Vessels and marine units report
quarterly. ASO compiles consolidated VIK lists for internal
use and regional VIM lists for use by BSC, Norfolk and NSC,
Oakland.
Monthly reports of all Buaer-controlled itemE listed
in BUM S1088 of the tiavy Stock List are submitted by reporting
activities. Tailored reporting decks of SAM cards are provided
for non-mechanized activities. Aircraft engines are now
included in this list. ASO prepares a consolidated monthly
report of this material for Buaer control use.
Project SAM . This project is one of the auxiliary
inventory reporting systems used by ASO to facilitate inventory
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management of special categories of material , in thin case
any material causing an aircraft to be out of commission for
parts (AOCF), o system began as a three month experiment
in the pacific ileet, during vhloh use of Project BAM retorting
procedures reduced the number of out-of-commission aircraft
by an average of sixty per day. "
The procedure consists of daily screening by ABO of
AOCP material via the teletype network. creenlng is accom-
plished by requiring continental activities on the network
to transmit all unfilled AJC? requisitions to ASO daily at
2100 EST. By 2300 EST, ASO transmits a consolidated deck of
AOCP cards to all field activities. Field activities report
the local results of this action by 1000 K8f the next working
day, which for this particular AOCP list, is hereafter
designated as "BA/. ; ' day. Acting on the field reports, A
then directs redistribution of AOCP material as required,
completing Last Coast activities by 1200 EST and West Coast
activities by 1400 G
For items not located in the original screening process,
a 'residual" screening message is sent to all field activities
by ABO on "SAH + 1" day requiring a physical check of stocks
for the deficient items, Reports of this recheck are due at
ASO by 1200 EST on "1AM 2", by teletype or 1600 EST by
priority message. The Bureau of Aeronautics alntenance
46
U. B« Navy I epartrrent, Aviation Supply Office,
Screening for AOCP Material . ACQ Field Instruction 4235.19
dated "5 beeesnber 1953, p. 1.

Representatives (1AMJV) check the Overhaul and Repair "be see
in their areftB and report to ASO on "SAM 3" deficient items
available for processing. The BA r*RS further renort to ASO
on "BAM 4" ae to estimated completion dates for processing
items needed in each BAJfR area. ASO sends cancellation
messages out as each item is delivered to keep daily lists
current.
SAM coordinators are appointed fit nil field activities.
All documents referring to AOCP transactions bear a "BA&^&ay"
and residual item number. Follow-up begins, if required, on
"SAM + 2".
Project TAM has been in effect since 15 December 1958.
Preliminary reports indicate that it is making a significant
reduction in AOCP time.
^elected. Item Reports . The Selected Item system
Involves procedures for an annual physical inventory of
capital equipment. Canltal equipment is defined as ASQ-Gon-
trolled material having a unit cost of flOO or more and having
accounting codes "0" , "A" , or "Ew , which indicate material
durable in nature and used by aviation activities for over-
haul, maintenance, or test of aircraft or engines and not
generally used in actual flight operations.^
This syBtea was set up to cover equipment which does
not lend Itself to the RDIS system based on past demand, nor
47
U. S. Navy Department, Aviation Supply Office,
Reporting Svatem for Selected Items of aviation ?:culpment.
ABC Field Instruction 4440.64 dated 24 Oct. 1957* p. 1.
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to the PURS system based on future operations. The Information
is needed for Congressional inquiries, budget formulation,
etc, B«p*T*tt inventory management reports o is type of
material are required to insure:
1, Proper Justification for budgeting and
procurement.
B« adequate an3 timely I rt of Fleet operations,
Training Command programs, etc. ^3
Total Asset Control KeoortB . This auxiliary reporting
system provides for semi-annual reports of installed and spare
assemblies on-hand, A special list of 108 critical Items,
mostly electronic, is involved and a special reporting form
(DD Form 764) is used. The system was devised to provide
comprehensive asset information for Material Planning Studies
and for the purposes noted in the Selected Item Report system
above. *9
The Transceiver network . The transceiver network of
the Aeronautical Logistics System is centered at ASO f
Philadelphia. The network is divided into three "lines" as
shown on Figure 5» The Eastern Line serves:
NASD, Philadelphia, Pa.
NAS, Quonset Point, R. I.
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The Southern Line serves:
MCAS, Cherry Point, H« C.
NAS, Jacksonville, Fla.
NA£, Pensacola, Fla.
MA?, Corpus Chrlsti, Tex.
The Western Line server:
NAS, Whidbey Island, Wash.
, Alameda, Calif.
N3D, Oakland, Calif.
MCAS, Fl Toro, Calif.
NAS, North Island, California
Facb station, exeent NAS Whldbey Island, has a iirect line
to ABO | which acts as relay for the syst-. The general
aeouene a for transmitting and receiving is as follows:
1. Field activities transmit interim ^-uisltion
cards.
2. ASC transmits completed redistribution cards
on the above.
3. ASO relays Incomplete interim requisition cards.
4. ACO transmit? status, latarr ; on, follow-up,
replies, and message cards.
5t r lrl& activities transmit status, etc.
6. ASO relays status, etc
At 3700 onday through ^lday, Field Activities transmit
"I- r-ecmlsitions to ASO, ASO then relays as required.
•heduled" and "Routine" transmissions start at 2200 GMT.
Accumulated ,,T;>merg;ency M message-? are also transmitted at this
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time. Voice may be used when the network is not In scheduled
use. Certain typec of requisitions are not yet adapted to
the card transceiver system due to requirement for written
Justification, etc.^°
Overseas communications are conducted via air mail
or through the Navy's world-wide radio network as required.
Usage of the transceiver network is expanding rapidly
and several speoial reports have been authorized for
transmission, some on a trial basis. For example:
li Aeronautical Overhaul rfork Stoppage Reports
(AOWS) and RB/RE and EB/ee Critical Item Overhaul status
^1
Reports.-
2. A Special Financial Inventory Control Report is
transmitted on the last day of the month. Control ledger
balance totals for all captions on the Financial Control
Report (BuiandA 4443-1) are included. 52
3. Usage data is reported by major overhaul points
50
U. I« avy epartment, Aviation Supply Office,
Naval Aeronautical .-upply Transceiver Network, Instructions for
A5G Field Instruction 4235.3* dated 15 March 195?.
**U« ?. Navy Department, Aviation Supply Office,
Aeronautical Overhaul Work ptoppafle (AOwS) Reports and
^RB/R£ W snd T,RB/Fb" Critical Item Overhaul Status Reports ;
Procedures for Compliation. Maintenance, and aibmlsslon of ,
ASO Field Instruction 4710.150 5ated 26 Dec. 1957.
^ U. S. Navy Department, Aviation Supoly Office,
SP9gW F^PSf^.^yentog Control Report, ASO Field
Instruction 4443. IB dated 9 Cot. 1958.
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Tia the transceiver network. This is considered an interim
procedure while thr problem of usage data collection is being
readied for ETOH application. The first test period for this
report was 16 May to 15 November 1958,53
4, A trial use of the network for submission of N;X f
Pearl Harbor and Pearl Harbor Naval shipyard, requisitions for
General Stores material has been authorized.-'^
:mmary . The organizational elements of the Navy's
aeronautical Logistics System have been reviewed. The size
and nature of the system inventory have been described.
Inventory management methods for the engine and equipment
inventories have been outlined, and the system stock status
reports have been listed. The foregoing bounds the system as
it has evolved in the last five years and as it exists for
the "moment". Since little is or can be static in the changing
military world of today, major modifications to the system are
already in process. Tome of these will be considered in the
next chapter.
*U. S. Navy Department, Aviation Supply Office,
Reporting Of Overhaul Usage Oata via Transceiver Network ;
Instructions Covering , ASC Field Instruction 4710.1 (undated )
•
U, S, Navy Department, Aviation Supply Office,
Ifrlal UUUzflUpn °t Transceiver (TXrt) "S-twftrfr for the
Submission of KEC. Pearl iiarbor and Pearl Harbor Naval
Lpvard interim Requisitions for General Stores Material ,
ASO/GSSO Joint Field Instruction 4235.1 dated 13 Oct. 1958.

CHAPTER III
THE REFINED AERONAUTICAL LiUi'PORT KK»HA —
PROJECT R>*
Bactepround and Aims.—The Refined Aeronautical Support
Program, Project RASP, Is a Joint Buaer/BufJandA project
with the objective of achieving, "the maximum capability of
modem aeronautical weanons systems with minimised logistic
cost. "55 This project, which was initiated in a directive
signed Jointly by the chiefs of Buaer and BuSandA on 16
February 1959, is the outward manifestation of evolutionary
stresses that have been mounting for some time within the
aeronautical logistics system. These pressures have the
following primary sources:
|« The growing realization in all areas of the
Defense Establishment of the need for management improvements*
2« The increasing budgetary restrictions.
3* The increasing cost and complexity of weapons
systems
»
Improvesents in electronic computers and the growing confidence
of key management personnel in electronic data processing
techniques have served as the necessary catalysts.




Acknowledgement of this fact comes in the second sentence
of the basic project directive which states, "Implicit to
the success of this program is the timely installation of
high-Bpeed data computation and transmission systems. **•
The program is directed at two broad management areas,
namely J inventory management and workload control. Effort
is to be applied toward:
a* Improvement of existing techniques*
b. Institution of new methods and techniques.
c* Increased logistic self-sufficiency in major
fleet support complexes.
a. Increased self-sufficiency and provision of
more timely readiness and logistic Information for
Fleet Type Commanders*
e. Provision of more timely and accurate logistics
and readiness data to headquarters.
f
.
Management of material assets by weapons
system category, value and repairability.
g. Reorganization as reguired within the bureaus
and their field activities* 57
It program includes immediate establishment of Joint
Buaer/DuSandA working committees and subaission of semi-annual
progress reports to the bureau chiefs commencing 30 June
1959* 58
The problem to which Project HAS! is addressed has
been summarized as:
To maintain weapon systems force levels while the
cost of input per unit rises and the inventory of
weapons systems and w/s support material declines. 59
56 Ibid .
- 7 ibia .. w 1-2.
>9 Ibld *. t:ncl. 1, p. 2.
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A three-fold solution is proposed through:
1« Less out of service time for laok of material
support to the Fleet,
, Less out of service time for maintenance and
rework*
Increased quality of readiness and safety, 60
As noted previously, these solutions fall in the inventory
management and workload control areas of the Aeronautical
Logistics System.
AcowUPhnHmle t0 pa^e.—Clnoe Project RA£P is but
one step in an evolutionary process, all that has preceded
it might in a sense be classed as "prologue." Certain recent
modifications of the system, however, show their kinship most
clearly and may be Juetly regarded as precursors of this
project. These modifications includes
1. The clarification of authority and responsibility
for material management which has resulted from the transfer
of management control of A£Q from Buaer to BuSandA. This
final step in the incorporation of ASO into the Integrated
Ly System was announced by the Secretary of the $avy on
6 March 1959. 61
2. The HI-PR I program detailed in Chapter II.
3. The Transceiver network also described in
Chapter XI.
4. Project SAM covering AQCP material.
60 Ibid .. Kncl. 1, p. 6.
"U. S. Navy Department, Office of the eoretary of the
Navy, Aviation Supply Office; Pease Imminent of Management Control
of, SECRAV Notice ^450 dated 6 March 1959.
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5« The growls? use of EAM by field activities,
Including the mechanisation of auxiliary stores at all
industrial air stations.
6. The increased diversity of & R rework
capacity through the "Customers fervlee" program, for which
18 Billion hue been programme* In n.«l *eer 1960.62
Areas for Improvement ,— The benefits desired from this
project fill into two categories, a) those that can result
from improvement of existing teohnicjues, and b) those that
oan result from Introduction of new techniques. In the first
category, we might include Improvement of asset knowledge at
all levels in the organization and extension of the rapid
communication/auxiliary store prop-ram within major fleet
complexes and between major fleet complexes. New techniaues
might include provision locally of means and procedures for
rrvpld computation of capability to meet logistic requirements*
This obviously involves computer installations in the field.
Such installations would also permit dally status or perhaps
transaction reporting on aircraft engines and critical high-
eost Items,
Increased self-sufficiency in major fleet support
cornier** Is a necessity under nuclear age conditions. Project
RASP recognizee thie by planning increased decentralization of
logistic authority and increased logistic capability of field
62
ivy Department, Bureau of Aeronautics,
CUSTOMER g^vic i.—Overhaul, and repair - epartoents; Policy of ,
and Procedure s for Obtaining; . Buaer Instruction KAVAER 00.110
dated 19 .'larch 1959.
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activities. Formation of Naval Air rfaterial Areas (MAMA)
is planned. These areas, whion. will be described belov, will
be provided with centralized data collection capability.
Decentralisation . —The Aeronautical Logistics ystem
as now constituted is controlled centrally by 480 and Suaer
to a degree undesirable if not unsafe from the readiness
standpoint. This fact was recofrnized soma time ago by the
controlling authorities and a gradual expansion of flel<?
capability was undertaken. Mechanization of the auxiliary
stores at industrial air stations and the assignment of
overhaul cognizance on out-of-production airoraft to the
Industrial air stations are examples of this trend. Project
RASP includes large additional increases in field capabilities
for logistic control. The first step is to be formation of
Naval Air Material Regions (x<4aMR) and Naval Air faterial Areas
(NAMA) to replace the present arrangement under which limited
authority for work load adjustment at the overhaul and repair
bases Is exercised by four Bureau of Aeronautics' maintenance
Representatives (BAMRs), one on the Sast Coast at Norfolk, one
on the Gulf Coast at Pensacola, one on the west Coast at
North Island, San Die«o, and one in Hawaii.
The new plan will divide the country into three
material regions, East, Central, and West. Each region will
serve a major fleet complex and be headed by a Bureau of
Aeronautics -'iaintenanoe and iresentative (BAiiSR)
with responsibilities and capabilities greatly increased ovt
those of the present BA&fi's. The core of the BAMSR's increased
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capabilit.? vllJ >>e electronic data processing facilities.
The proposed organization is shown in Figure 6, Headquarters
for the western repion for example will be HAS, uorth Island,
San Diego, permitting the BAMSR'a KDP requirements to be
combined with those of MAMA, North Island and the air station.
The UAMA headquarter* will be one of the large industrial
air station*, to which EDP installations will be added. These
activities are already equipped with SAM installations tied in
to the aeronautical system transceiver network. The Supply
Officer of the Industrial air station will also be designated
as NAMA supply coordinator. He will in this capacity, maintain
current inventory status data on all other naval aviation
activities in hie area, Thia centralized inventory together
with date from the local Overhaul and epair base will enable
the SANA to furnish the SAJffiH with prompt and complete logistic
information for his entire area, including oomputed completion
dates for material in overhaul. The BA *SR will thus be able
utilise fully the combined inventory and work-in-process
potential of all activities in hie region to meet fleet needs.
Inventory Reclassification .—The inventory categories
noted in Chapter II in the discussion of the HI-PRI plan are
refined and extended under Project RA; R reduce cost and
increase ovsr-all control effectiveness.
In describing the HX-PRI plan, it was stated that
repairables numbered 23,000 items or about 6% of the aeronautica
equipment inventory* Project RA planning studies showed
63
JSAVAER 00.108, E&tli If P. 26,
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further that of the repairable items only 3,500 cost over
$5000 each and that only 500 of these are subject to flight
hour limits. The studies also ,/ed that the hi^h cost
unite, wdic^ item-wise constitute lets thaii r the
inventory, account dcllarwise for ovej of tiie inventory,^
To put the analysis in other terme, if full control is attained
of the less than 1$ of the items that cost over |f 5#000 t full
control will be gained thereby of more than one-third of the
dollar-value of the inventory.
In developing the above idea, Project RASP planners
reclassified the aeronautical equipment into five groups on
the basis of cost and repairability. An shown in Table 3,
each croup was assigned an appropriate p-era-stone code name
ranging from diamond ' for high cost flight limited items to
rnet M for low cost non-repairable item**. Identification,
control, and reporting procedures for each group are made
commensurate with value, Reporting, for example, ranges from
daily for active items in the Diamond group to annually for
items of the Garnet group.
lie Co&outer Program,—As noted previously, timely
installation of high speed electronic data oro ceasing and
transmitting equipment is Implicit to the auocess of this
program, '' Project olans call for seven EDP centers at
industrial air stations. Three of these centers, as shown in
64
W. B, Kirkland, Cdr,, USH, "The Refined Aeronautical
Support Jrrogram-- -esentation to Computer
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3,500 tost over 15*000 each
ftja
500 have a flight-hour limit*
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Table 4 below will hare additional capacity for fleet
command requirements also,
TABLE 4
AERONAUTICAL LOGISTICS SYSTEM ELECTRONIC DATA
PROCESSING CENTERS UNDER PROJECT RASP
""


































Intermediate data processing capability including
random access will be provided at thirteen other points, as
follows:
NAS, Moffet Field, Cal.
NAS, Miramar, Cal,
NAS, Cecil Field, Fla,
NAS, Oceana, Va.
NATO, Patuxent River, Md.
NAS, Corpus Christ!
NAS, Key West, Fla.
NAS, Brunswick, Me.
NAS, Whldbey Island, Wash,
MCAS, El Toro, Cal.
NAMC, Philadelphia, Pa,
NAS, Point Mugu, Cal.
NAS, Lakehurst, N* J.
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Mechanized capability including card punching,
sorting, and reading equipment will be provided at the balance
of naval aviation activities.
The EDP described above will be rented rather than
purchased. Annual cost estimates are given in Table 5 below:
TABLE 5
ESTIMATED ANNUAL COST EDP EQUIPMENT—
PROJECT RASP6^
mmmmmm nmm n i i i nn > ' i n i i m i i
mmmmmmmmtmmmm^mmmmmmmm wwi i w im mim n—m i «•* ^ " wh imipiiw———^» »« inn— -iw«— i ww iimw «w mww iw innii. n«ww^
Equipment Estimated Annual Cost
Total of the 7 large centers #31500,000
Total of 13 intermediate centers J3,000,000
Xechanized equipment at
balance of activities 41,000,000
Expansion of transceiver network $ 800,000
Total EDP facilities, Project RASP 510,000,000
In describing the proposed program to representatives
of all the large computer companies in a meeting in the Bureau
of Aeronautics on 19 February 1959, Navy spokesman explained
that while all makes of computers would be considered for the
prograa, the transceiver portion of the installation must be
able to send and receive from standard IBM-type eighty column
cards in order to permit integration with the existing network.
It was also explained that, since tape to tape capabilities
would be needed in some cases, some form of tape-to-tape





The necessary data processing units will be organized
and integrated into the major stations as shown in Figure 7.
Present schedules require completion of the first
large EDP center at North Island by the middle of fiscal year
1961, with the other two large installations following at one
per year. Completion of the entire program is scheduled by
the end of fiscal year 1965.
Summary of Expectations * -'The bureau sponsors of
Project RASP hope and expect that it will provide the
following:
1. Management of bureau controlled assets with
up-to-date factual asset knowledge under centrally
directed procedures.
?. Total asset control to meet requirements of
military necessity and economical management.
3* Better capability for fleet commanders to
make sound operational commitments based on realistic
logistics data.
4. Better utilization of industrial potential.
5* Increased * R response to meet changing rework
requirements.
6. Ability to forecast trouble areas in any
phase of the weapon cycle*
7. Minimum stock levels, permitting some one-time
savings in inventory and continuing savings in annual
recurring costs.
8. More timely disposal action.
9. Realistic computation of mobilization
reserve requirements. o7
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Further , it is expected that overall aeronautical
-rogram costs will not increase. Potential savings areas
are considered to be:




3. Annual recurring costs in supply operations
and transportation."




Genera^ . --Future developments in the Aeronautical
Logistics System will, of course, be the resultant of many
complex factors. Two of the most important—and conflioting--
are the downward trend of the aircraft inventory and the
upward trend of cost and equipment complexity. These trends
are illustrated in the following tables:
TABLE 6
TOTAL AI-CRAFT IHVEMTQRX,
NAVY AND AIR FORCj^ -
NAVY
Percent Total Percent Total









39* 1,500 94. 20,800
35. 9,100 90. 8# 19,982
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No. Repairable Items X 7
A/C Fuel Consumption X 4
Material Items/A/C X 4
Total Cost 72$
TABLE 8
INCREASE IN MAINTENANCE REQUIREMENTS I
NAVAL AIRCRAFT, 1945-1 959*1
Average Maintenance
Year Man Hrs/Flt Hr.
1945 VP - 10
1951 VF - 18
1959 VF - 40
VA - 80





Table 6 above demonstrates that aircraft inventories are
shrinking raoldly, ten percent for the Air Force and fifteen
percent for the Navy since 1958. Though no information has
yet been released on inventory plftJM f"r 1961, it seems likely
that the downward trend will continue. The implications of
this trend for the future of the Aeronautical Losrietios System
are crystal dear—as long as no other factors are taken into
account. The ste«r> increases in complexity and required
maintenance effort shown in Tables 7 and 8 have implications
which are probably equal and certainly opposite to those of
TablA 6, What are we to think? Which way will it go and how
far? Obviously the planners of Project RASP feel that
aeronautical logistic orobleros will increase rather than
decrease in the 196o'b at least. Tables 7 and 8 show the
basis of their reasoning, in oart. Additional considerations
favoring this view which are not shown in the tables include:
1. Probable increased requirements in ASW aircraft
as a counter to the rapidly increasing numbers and capabilities
of Russian submarines.
2. Probable increases in the m-mi to*tion of aircraft
to naval problems as a result of helicopter improvements and
the development of new aircraft ty^es which can hover and fly
vertically.
3. Increased requirement for dispersion of inventory
to minimize losses from nuclear tttack.
Development of the EDP program will continue. Project
RASP is, obviously, but a step toward a completely integrated
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aeronautical EDF system which will include ships. The recent
successful test of a completely mechanized supply ship
(AI | is a case in point. tension of the program to
overseas bares is a probable near- future development also.
nal research techniques and general EDP nxn^rlence
will doubtless produce procedural changes which are beyond our
imagination at present due to a lingering "taint" of our
herit«r*» fron ^up^h card days.
Certain serious pitfalls will yawn as inventory
management imnroves. r;arly and prompt detection and elimination
tf ^.tr-n-] ig a laudable ais which has received ample
publicity, 'he other side of the surnlus coin is rarely shown.
Who, for example, knows how much money and time has been saved
by not throwing away a surplus" when changing circumstances
altered its classification abruptly after contract.1* were
cancelled and Jigs broken ttpl rmvy planners and fleet mainten-
ance men have had many occasions to bless failures in the
disposal program. Careful precautions nmet b* -iovised to
insure that improved controls do not result in elimination of
spares before the supported weapons system is actually not
theoretically retired. Another problem of improved inventory
management is the increased dependence of the system on long
range communications and centralized decisions. Unless great
care is taken in organizing around these vulnerable points, a
fine system may result; suitable only for use in peace time
when the sun-spots are inactive.
Computer systems are proliferating. Except for the

6 r
punch card link (slow n^eert ) these systems are not corcoatable
and can communicate only through 'ex, expensive , and custom*
built converters-. A 1957 purvey showed four manufacturers
I ->lyln rraehines to the Services. Two years later at
l*&«t seven manufacturers are interested in supplying equioment
for Project RASP, 73 arid at least thirty-two companies are now
in the aviation-ncilitary computer market.*
7
* In self defense,
ervloes will bars to force some standardization. HKow
much and how soon*?" are questions with numberless econonlc,
political, and technical ratifications. ' o immediate answers
•*•* 1» — it«
ConolutilOi t is concluded thatt
ough aircraft weapons systems are decreasing in
number a. id relative Importance as a result of the introduction
of tipw weapons sys" the problems of t nautical
Logistics System will not decrease in proportion. In fact, it
is probable that complexity increases and other factors will
actually result in somewhat creator problems for this logistic
system in the future than in the past.
!be problem of dispersing inventory to minimize destruc-
tion by nuclear attack will increase the difficulties of
72
Karle B. Butler, Lt. Col. IT. A, " rhe Use and Potential
of Electronic Computers in Developing ilitary aterlal
Requirements." itbliShsd thesis, Industrial College of
the Armed Forces, 1957), w» 6*3-75.
73
W. B. Kirkland, Cdr. , UCN, op.cit .
^Phil Id J. Klass, "Survey BhSVS : ize of Computer
Market," Aviation aeek . Feb. 16, 1959, p. 77.
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inventory management in the future.
Aboard ED] installations have been proved feasible.
5 use of this technique will inoreaf-
ill for increased use of commercial
overhaul for ;*avy aircraft. I will introduce addi-
tional problems for the logistic system due to procedural
differences, inventory dispersal, etc,
Ae the number of different EDP installations, increase,
problems of system integration will arise unless standardization
of inter-system communication is accomplished. The difficult
economic, political, and technical aspects of this question
make early standardization unlikely.
The trend toward increased lnt ition and mechanization
of logistic systems while promising great benefits also
produces increased o 2nce on rapid long range communications.
This dependence in turn increases vulnerability of the system
in wartime*
The latest plan for refinement of the Aeronautical
Logistics System, Project RA^'P, is a 1 3 evolutionary step
toward complete integration and me char. . the syste
Further steps will probably include extension of the communica-
tion network and mechanization to inclui- both overseas
Btations and supnly ships at sea. 'iile the present congestion
of operational communication channels is recognized, it is
believed that "room" will have to be made for logistic channels
if the fleets future support needs are to be met.
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The use of SOP machines for logistic purposes ie
increasing more rapidly in the NaTy than is generally realized.
In the two month period from March 7th to tfay 9th, 1959,
for example, the Navy t' lines carried announcements of new EDP
installations at i860 Brooklyn, New York, MCSC, Albany, Georgia
and NOSO, Kechanicsburg, Pa, An installation was also
completed recently at ESO a Ireat La-kes, 111. Interviews with
personnel at all but the highest levels of the aeronautical
logistics system indicate that the Implications and potentials
of EDP are not widely or fully appreciated.
The Improvements in the Aeronautical logistics system
resulting from EDP techniques will take the form of Improved
services rather than personnel decreases. Kew capabilities
will probably generate new demands.
Recommendations .— It. is recommended that:
1. The problems of logistic support arising from
dispersal of inventory against nuclear attack be given more
consideration in logistic planning.
2. Efforts be made to Increase the appreciation of
personnel at all levels of the implications and potentials of
EDP techniques.
3. Future plans for increasing integration of the
Aeronautical Logistic System include greater consideration of
the vulnerability of the system to communication interruptions
in proportion to the increased dependence of the system on
such communications.
A. The possibility be kept in mind that restrictions on
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the availability of highly-skilled personnel may limit
mechanization of the system even more than cost.
5- I procedures of the system be kept under
continuous review due not only to the highly fluid technical
situation but also to the probability that potential improve-
ments possible with EDJ have barely been scratched at this
•arly stage in our experience.
6. Consideration be given to devising automatic
program balance balance cross checks for the CD? system so
that old programs can't get out of balance without warning
and new ones can't start without proper balance in all phasea
or at least without warning from the computer that the balance
check-off list was not complete.
7. Consideration be given to furnishing the field
with certain technical information as well as catalogs on
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